
 

 

 

Open-Joint Stock Company «Kamvol» 
BUSSINESS OFFER 

Open-Joint Stock Company «Kamvol», being one of the largest producers of the worsted 

fabric in Belarus and abroad, invites closes factories, retail and wholesale houses for 

cooperation. The quality of our worsted fabric is well known in Italy, Russia, Poland, Latvia, 

Lithuania, the Ukraine, Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan and others. 

The world of fashion is always changing, but the only thing remains constant in it – the 

desire to buy clothes of good quality that is comfortable and safe. It is possible to reach this goal, 

if the production of fabric is based on natural fibers. Soft, warm and convenient clothes that is 

made from wool can satisfy both the most demanding dandies and the staunch supporters of 

conservatism. The woolen fabric has many advantages that are unique. They possess high heat-

reflecting qualities in winter, don’t conduct heat in summer, have the ability to absorb and exhale 

moisture quickly and are characterized by high elasticity, low ability to be crumpled, good 

stability of shape.  

The fabric produced by OJSC «Kamvol» was highly evaluated at the republican and 

international exhibitions. The factory was rewarded with diploma for organization of production 

of the competitive products and high consumer quality goods, medal of «Laureate VVC» 

(Moscow), diploma and medals of "The Best Fabric of the Year". 

The high level of design, development and production of fabric at Open Joint-Stock 

Company "Kamvol" is guaranteed by the certificate of meeting the requirements of standard - 

STB ISO 9001-2009.  

At the moment OJSC “Kamvol” can suggest you a wide range of fabric made from 

various types of fibers: 

 all-woolen (STATISTIK Nr. 5112303000) and half-woolen (STATISTIK Nr. 

5515139900) worsted fabric made from mixed wool with polyester, nitron, viscose, 

lycra, lurex. They are used for sewing men's, women's and children's clothes. We offer 

also the high-quality fabric made from Australian wool, tweed type jacket fabric, great 

variety of checkered fabric  from 3,5 to 11,8 $ USA; 

 linen fabric (STATISTIK Nr. 551513990)  from 2,8 to 6,6 $ USA; 

 fabrics of special purpose for sewing uniform clothes to the employees of the Ministry of 

Justice, Ministry of Defense, Ministry of Internal Affairs, Customs Service, Civil 

Aviation Service, Railway Service and others (STATISTIK Nr. 551513990)  from 3,5 

to 11,8 $ USA. 

In order to improve protective qualities of fabric our factory offers a range of special 

types of trimming: softened, oil-dirt-water resistant finishing, impregnation “superwash” that 

enable to decrease the problems of goods’ care. 

OJSC «Kamvol» is respectful to every customer. Our specialists can create worsted 

fabric of different composition and artistic design according to your preference. 

Selling of our products from the storehouse is organized with favorable to our 

customers prices from the roll with average length of 35 m and measured pieces from 0.2 m to 

0.8 m. 

OJSC “Kamvol” offers favorable conditions of selling its products to enterprises, 

intermediary firms and trade organizations. 

OJSC “Kamvol” will be glad to see you as our reliable partner and our cooperation will 

lead to new profitable commercial agreements. 

              Welcome at OJSC «Kamvol»!  

              Our address is 176 Mayakovskogo Street, Minsk, Belarus. 

    Office: +375 17 223 20 08;  

    Fax: +375 17 223 75 75 

    E-mail: kamvol@tut.by Http: //www.kamvol.by  
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